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Insurance claIms taxed  
– when and why
Jon de Fries

F
rom a tax perspective, most advisers when 
working in personal insurance may concentrate 
on deductibility of premiums and whether to hold 
insurance in or out of super.

Advisers working in business insurance have 
a lot more to consider – not only deductibility of 
premiums, but whether claims might be subject to 

capital gains tax (CGT) and consequentially whether sums insured 
will need to be grossed up or if other strategies could be pursued to 
reduce or eliminate any tax on claims proceeds.

This article examines tax issues in relation to the three main types 
of business (life) insurance, namely:

• Ownership protection – insurance established to fund the 
insurance-related exit of a business principal and transfer of their 
equity to the remaining principals, generally in accordance with 
a Buy Sell Agreement;

• Asset (debt) protection – insurance established to reduce or 
repay external debts a business has (e.g. to a bank) or internal 
debts (proprietor loan accounts) where an insurance event 
occurs to a principal whose personal assets or the business’ assets 
are used to secure the loan;

• Revenue protection – insurance established to provide the 
business with funds should an insurance event occur to a key 
person principal or employee whose loss will significantly impact 
business revenue.

Let’s look at why lump sum insurance could be subject to CGT in 
the first place.

lump sum insurance and the cGt rules
Most of us think about CGT applying to gains on investment 
properties and shares that have increased in value. We know that 
CGT may be reduced where the cost base of the asset has increased 
since purchase.

Furthermore, sometimes the gain may be discounted or an 
exemption or rollover may apply – thereby reducing or eliminating 
tax payable in the hands of the owner.

But other activities and transactions (referred to as ‘CGT events’) 
are potentially caught in the CGT net. Without detailing them all, 
gains on intangible assets are captured.

The asset in question for insurance is the right to receive an 
insurance claim upon a trigger event occurring, bearing in mind 
for the moment that exemptions (see below) will almost always be 
available in respect of personal insurance.

discount gains
Where a claim is subject to CGT, the ATO’s view (as stated in the 
NTLG Losses and CGT Subcommittee minutes on 7 June 2006) is 
that the 50% CGT discount is unlikely to be available.

This is because the CGT asset is acquired when the triggering 
event occurs that gives the policy owner a right to the policy proceeds. 
This may occur, for example, on the date the illness or injury occurs, 
or the date the claim is accepted by the insurance company.

In accordance with CGT event C2, which deals with intangible 
assets such as rights and obligations, the policy (and therefore the 
CGT asset) is considered to be disposed of when the right to the 
policy proceeds ceases. This usually occurs when the claim is paid.

Accordingly, the acquisition and disposal dates are unlikely to be 
more than 12 months apart.
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the cost base
Where CGT is payable, the ATO’s view (as stated in the 
NTLG Losses and CGT

Sub-committee minutes on 7 June 2006) expressed in 
relation to Critical Illness policies is that the premiums 
paid don’t form part of the cost base.

This ATO opinion is also not beyond dispute and 
would be clearly incorrect if applied to whole of life or 
endowment insurance.

Additionally, it appears to contradict the view 
expressed by the ATO in PR 2010/18 in relation to the 
CGT consequences for a beneficiary of an insurance 
trust deed where it’s stated that ‘the cost base or reduced 
cost base of the rights under the insurance policy to 
which the beneficiary is absolutely entitled includes the 
insurance premiums’.

In any event, where CGT is payable in relation to an 
insurance policy, it will generally apply to most of the 
proceeds received.

Personal insurance claims will rarely if ever be 
subject to CGT, but business insurance claims may 
be as the exemptions available may not apply. Where 
an insurance claim is subject to CGT, a discount is 
unlikely to apply.

cGt exemptions – the distinction 
between life insurance and tPd/ 
trauma insurance
Given that CGT on lump sum insurance claims will tend 
to be significant, then, exemptions are very important.

There are different CGT exemptions for:

• Life insurance (i.e. death claims) and

• Total and permanent disability (TPD) and trauma 
claims

With regard to terminal illness, ATO Tax 
Determination TD 2007/4 confirms that ‘essentially, 
a Terminal Illness benefit is a pre-payment of a death 
benefit and ….it‘s irrelevant that it’s paid before death 
rather than after death’. This means a terminal illness 
claim is treated in the same fashion as a death claim.

life and terminal illness insurance
Under s118-300(1) of Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 
(‘the Act’) proceeds received from a Life insurance 
policy in the event of death are exempt from CGT if 
received by the:

• original beneficial owner1, or

• a person who isn’t the original beneficial owner, so 
long as the recipient didn’t pay money or provide any 
other consideration (see below) when acquiring the 
interest in the policy.

s118-300(1) of ITAA 1997 also provides the trustee 
of a complying super fund with an explicit exemption 
from CGT when insurance proceeds are received by 
the fund in the event of the death or terminal illness of 
a member.

In the context of insurance, this collectively means 

that CGT will usually not be payable (and in the case 
of superannuation trustee ownership, it will definitely 
not be payable) on the proceeds received from a Life or 
Terminal Illness insurance policy.

The main exception is where:

• a Life insurance policy is cross – owned for ownership 
protection purposes

• the existing policies are assigned to include a new 
principal (who wouldn’t be an original beneficial 
owner), and

• the new principal acquires their interest in these 
policies for consideration.

In this context, the ATO has expressed in TD 94/34 
that while consideration can be monetary, or otherwise, 
it doesn’t include premiums paid on the policy.

However, consideration in contract law has a wider 
value than money. In the context of the above scenario, 
where the insurance policies will generally be in place 
to fund a Buy Sell Agreement, the new principal is 
acquiring their interest in the existing policies on the 
condition they become a signatory to an Agreement 
in which they make various promises to the other 
principals. There is a risk that these promises may 
constitute consideration, particularly if the agreement 
includes many promises and commitments beyond 
insurance –funded succession events.

Furthermore, where a principal leaves a business where 
cross-insurance is used and the remaining principals 
agree to assign the policy to the departing principal, the 
latter won’t be the original beneficial owner of that policy.

Consideration in this context may be the outgoing 
principal’s agreement to a restraint, such as contacting 
clients of the business or not establishing a competing 
business within a certain geographical radius.

In TD 94/31, the commissioner states that ‘the original 
beneficial owner is the person who at the time the policy 
is effected, holds such rights, or any interest in such 
rights, and possesses all the normal incidents of beneficial 
ownership (for example, is entitled to the benefits of the 
policy proceeds and has the power of management and 
control over the policy as well as the power to transfer, 
grant as security, surrender or otherwise dispose of the 
policy)’.

While this adverse CGT outcome could be avoided 
if the cross-owned policies are renewed each time a 
principal joins or leaves the business, administration 
problems can arise if there are several principals and 
ownership changes frequently.

Also, some insurance providers may not reissue a 
policy without additional health evidence, particularly 
where the original policy is an old one.

tPd and critical illness insurance
s118-37(1)(b) of the Act states that the proceeds 
received from a TPD or Critical Illness policy are 
exempt from CGT if paid to the life insured or a relative 
of the life insured.

the quote
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The definition of relative (found in s995-1 of the Act) is 
wide and not only includes a person’s immediate family, 
but their (and their spouse’s) parents, grandparent, 
siblings, aunt, uncle, lineal descendant and spouses of 
these people.

However, it does not include entities, such as a 
company, discretionary or unit trust – being the main 
type of entities used to carry on a business.

The CGT exemption for life insurance is broader than 
the CGT exemption for TPD and trauma insurance. 
The latter exemption generally won’t apply where a 
policy is owned by the business.

Implications for asset (debt) protection and 
ownership protection
When the insurance is used for Asset and Ownership 
Protection, this exemption means CGT won’t be 
payable on TPD or Critical Illness proceeds if the 
policy is self-owned or owned by a defined relative.

With regard to super fund ownership, the ATO 
expressed their views that the s118-37(1)(b) exemption 
applies to the trustee of a super fund in receipt of 
TPD and Critical Illness proceeds (citing TD 14) 
at the NTLG Losses and CGT Sub-committee 
(Annexure A) on 16 November 2005 and in the NTLG 
Superannuation Technical Subcommittee minutes on 
23 March 2009.

However, if a company owns an Asset Protection 
policy on the life of a director or shareholder, any 
TPD or trauma proceeds it receives will be subject to 
CGT, as the company isn’t a relative of the director or 
shareholder.

Finally, when an Asset or Ownership Protection 
policy is owned by the trustee of a discretionary trust 
or a unit trust, the ATO considers (in TR 2004/ D25) 
that the beneficiaries don’t have ‘absolute entitlement’ to 
the assets of the trust. As a result, this CGT exemption 
won’t apply.

Implications for revenue protection
The s118-37(1)(b) exemption doesn’t apply when 
TPD or Critical Illness insurance is used for Revenue 
Protection purposes.

However, because the proceeds are assessable to the 
partnership, company or trustee of a trust, it’s unlikely 
that CGT will be payable in these circumstances. s118-20 
of ITAA 1997 states that the capital gain will be reduced 
to the extent that an amount is also included as assessable 
income under another provision of the ITAA 1997.

strategies for ownership protection
cross ownership and business ownership of policies
Cross ownership and business entity ownership of 
policies for ownership protection are often put in place as 
a seemingly logical solution.

Cross ownership provides the remaining principals 
with the funding to acquire a principal’s stake in the 
business where that principal dies, becomes TPD or 
critically ill. Likewise business owned policies give the 
business the funding to do the same.

Additionally, both of these solutions mean that the 
outgoing principal’s equity can be purchased from 
whomever or whichever entity owns the equity (e.g. their 
discretionary trust). Furthermore, while premiums are 
non-deductible if the business is a company the funding 
used to pay the premiums may be sourced from monies 
taxed at 30% in contrast to the principals’ after-tax mon-
ies taxed at a higher rate.

However, both of these solutions mean that CGT will 
generally be payable on TPD and critical illness proceeds, 
whilst in the case of company ownership insurance proceeds 
will effectively be taxed at the marginal rate of the outgoing 
principal. This is because the proceeds the company uses 
to pay the principal to buy back their shares will usually be 
taxed in the hands the principal as a dividend. Off-market 
share buy backs for ownership protection purposes involve 
complex matters beyond the scope of this article.

case study – part 1
Jenny and Cecile own 50% each 
of a company which has the 
exclusive rights to import beauty 
products. Each owns their share 
of the company through their 
respective family trust.

While the two are friends, 
Jenny is concerned that if 
something happened to Cecile 
she would not only lose Cecile’s 
flair for selecting successful 
product lines, but would 
effectively be in business with 

Cecile’s partner Robert who has 
a lawn-mowing business.

The business has 10 employees 
including Jennifer’s daughter 
Tammy, who might take up a 
minority stake in the business.

They enter into a Buy Sell 
Agreement funded by cross insured 
policies for life and critical illness 
insurance. The Agreement uses 
a formula to value the business at 
$2 million (which is also the sum 
insured of the policies).

A few years later when 
reviewing the Agreement and 
business value, their financial 
adviser points out:

• Critical illness policy proceeds 
will be subject to CGT as Jenny 
and Cecile aren’t related. The 
assessable non-discount gain 
could be as much as ($2 mil-
lion x 0.465) $930,000 added 
to their income less premiums 
expended to the point of claim. 
Furthermore, to gross-up the 

sum insured for Critical illness 
to ensure a net $2 million will 
not only be expensive, but may 
not be possible given industry 
underwriting limits.

• If Tammy joins the business 
and enters into the Buy Sell 
Agreement, she won’t be the 
original beneficial owner of the 
policies on Jenny and Cecile’s 
lives, opening up the possibil-
ity of a portion of the life policy 
proceeds being subject to CGT

the quote
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Cross ownership may be suitable for:

• family businesses as CGT may not be payable 
on TPD and Critical Illness proceeds given the 
principals will generally be related

• death only Buy Sell Agreements where equity 
ownership changes are not contemplated

• situations where ownership splits are unequal

• situations where insurance premiums are uneven
The last two points recognises that the ‘winner’ in a buy 

sell transaction is the remaining principal whose ownership 
stake is increased (notwithstanding the loss of a key person). 
For example, in a two person business where the equity split 
is 75% (Principal A) and 25% (Principal B), in the event 
Principal A is lost to the business Principal B’s stake will 
increase from 25% to 100%. It seems fair then that B should 
pay the premium on A’s life given he is getting A’s stake.

self ownership and super ownership of policies
Given the heavy taxes that may arise on cross-owned 
and business-owned policy proceeds, self ownership 
and super-ownership has evolved as the preferred 
strategy for many working in business insurance as 
CGT will not be payable on any type of insurance 
proceeds. This is not to say these policy ownership 
options are without their issues.

Under these approaches policy proceeds received by 
the principal, their estate, their beneficiaries or their super 
fund will be deemed to reduce the remaining principals’ 
purchase price for the exiting principal’s stake.

The Buy Sell Agreement will often require the 
remaining principals to pay:

• a notional amount of consideration to the exiting 
principal (or their estate etc)

• any shortfall between the market value of the exiting 
principal’s stake and the insured amount – usually 
over an agreed timeframe – to the exiting principal 
(or their estate etc)

However, self and super ownership are not without issues.
First, there may be a mismatch between the recipient of 

the insurance proceeds and the vendor of the equity stake.
Consider a principal who owns their stake in a business 

via their discretionary trust who self-owns their policy. 

Under normal circumstances the trust would receive the 
proceeds of sale. However in the event of the principal’s 
death, the insurance would flow to their estate or 
beneficiary rather than the discretionary trust.

In other words, the discretionary trust is disposing 
shares or units but may be receiving none of the 
sale proceeds (or a notional amount). This can be 
disadvantageous for discretionary trusts that have:

• incurred a CGT liability when disposing of the 
business interest

• loan accounts with certain beneficiaries who don’t 
control the trust (such as adult children and other 
relatives)

• loan accounts to corporate beneficiaries which, if 
not repaid in accordance with Division 7A of ITAA 
1936, could be taxed as an unfranked dividend (as 
outlined in TR 2010/3), or

• beneficiaries other than those who are nominated to 
receive the benefit from the super fund.

In these circumstances, legal or tax advice should 
be sought either at the time of preparing the Buy Sell 
Agreement or in the event of a claim. For example, 
where a claim has occurred in relation to a self-owned or 
super-owned policy under this scenario, the appropriate 
legal or tax advice may be for the claim recipient to 
place some or all of the insurance or super proceeds in 
the discretionary trust or otherwise loan some or all of 
these proceeds to the trust (which typically the recipient 
will now effectively control) so that the trustee can meet 
any CGT liability it may have or repay any loans owing 
to beneficiaries.

The second issue is ‘fairness’. Consider again a 
business where principal A owns 75% and principal B 
owns 25%. Assuming identical age, gender and health, A 
will be paying 75% of the premiums (where B’s exit will 
give him or her an increased stake of only 25%).

Finally, there’s no denying super ownership has 
become less attractive with the halving of the concessional 
contribution caps in July 2009 from $50,000 p.a. to 
$25,000 and uncertainty relating to the higher $50,000 
p.a. cap being available for people 50 and over after 
30 June 2012.

case study – part 2
Given the above, Jenny and 
Cecile want to change to 
self-ownership of policies, so 
there will be no CGT on policy 
proceeds and no need to 
gross up the sum insured. This, 
however, has a number of flow-on 
implications:

• the Buy Sell Agreement will 

need to be amended to reflect 
the changed policy ownership

• it would be best if the policies 
are cancelled and re-issued 
(rather than re-assigned) as 
otherwise they will not be the 
original beneficial owners

• if a transaction occurs under 
the Buy Sell Agreement, the 

departing principal’s family 
trust will not be receiving 
the proceeds or deemed to 
receive the proceeds (beyond 
a notional amount or any 
vendor’s finance). Rather, the 
self-insured principal, their 
beneficiary or their estate will.

The last point is a complex 

one and may or may not matter, 
depending on issues such 
as the family’s situation, who 
the beneficiaries of the family 
trust are, whether the trust has 
beneficiary loan accounts and  
will have a CGT bill after 
disposing of the shares.

the quote
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strategies for asset (debt) protection
Unlike Ownership Protection, business policy 
ownership is the default (and most widely used) option 
for Asset Protection.

The downside of this option is that CGT will be 
payable on TPD and Critical Illness policy proceeds.

In recent years, legal solutions have been developed 
to allow for self-ownership of Asset Protection policies. 
These solutions:

• ensure CGT will not be payable on TPD and 
trauma proceeds

• provide a principal departing from the business 
some leverage to negotiate release from any personal 
guarantee provided to the bank, before handing over 
insurance proceeds to the remaining principals

• provide the remaining principals some flexibility in 
how to utilise the insurance proceeds

Generally the end result is that the remaining 
principals will replace the bank as creditor to the 
business rather than the departing principal. The use 
of these legal solutions means that commercial debt 
forgiveness issues are circumvented.

advice needs
According to the Cameron Research Group, only 
9% of businesses with more than one owner have an 
insurance-funded Buy Sell Agreement. Furthermore, 
US Statistics from Socratic Technologies indicates that 
65% of business owners know someone who has lost 
personal assets as a result of a personal guarantee being 
called by a lender.

Yet many advisers are hesitant to enter the business 
insurance and succession advice arena due to its 
complex nature in contrast to retirement or investment 
advice. However, at its core succession advice is about 
basic issues such as not ending up in business with the 
spouse of a business partner, protecting personal assets 
that are securing a business loan and minimising key 
person risk.

Ideally, the financial adviser is working as part of a 
team with the accountant and solicitor in tailoring the 
outcome for the business owner. fs

Note

1.  In TD 94/31, the Commissioner states that ‘the original beneficial owner 

is the person who at the time the policy is effected, holds such rights, 

or any interest in such rights, and possesses all the normal incidents 

of beneficial ownership (for example, is entitled to the benefits of the 

policy proceeds and has the power of management and control over 

the policy as well as the power to transfer, grant as security, surrender 

or otherwise dispose of the policy)’.
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